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Abstract The construction of S-wave velocity
models of marine sediments down to hundreds
of meters below the seafloor is important in a
number of disciplines. One of the most significant
trends in marine geophysics is to use interface
waves to estimate shallow shear velocities which
play an important role in determining the shallow
crustal structure. In marine settings, the waves
trapped near the fluid–solid interface are called
Scholte waves, and this is the subject of the study.
In 1998, there were experiments on the Ninetyeast
Ridge (Central Indian Ocean) to study the shal-
low seismic structure at the drilled site. The data
were acquired by both ocean bottom seismometer
and ocean bottom hydrophone. A new type of
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seafloor implosion sources has been used in this
experiment, which successfully excited fast and
high frequency (>500 Hz) body waves and slow,
intermediate frequency (<20 Hz) Scholte waves.
The fundamental and first higher mode Scholte
waves have both been excited by the implosion
source. Here, the Scholte waves are investigated
with a full waveform modeling and a group veloc-
ity inversion approach. Shear wave velocities for
the uppermost layers of the region are inferred
and results from the different methods are com-
pared. We find that the full waveform modeling is
important to understand the intrinsic attenuation
of the Scholte waves between 1 and 20 Hz. The
modeling shows that the S-wave velocity varies
from 195 to 350 m/s in the first 16 m of the
uppermost layer. Depths levels of high S-wave
impedance contrasts compare well to the layer
depth derived from a P-wave analysis as well as
from drilling data. As expected, the P- to S-wave
velocity ratio is very high in the uppermost 16 m
of the seafloor and the Poisson ratio is nearly 0.5.
Depth levels of high S-wave impedance contrasts
are comparable to the layer depth derived from
drilling data.
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1 Introduction

The S-wave velocities structure of marine sedi-
ments beneath the seafloor has many practical
applications. In seismic exploration, these models
would help to improve the S-wave static correc-
tion needed in oil and gas exploration. Images of
deep horizons derived from S-waves are some-
times better than those achievable from P waves
and additionally provide estimates of Poisson’s
ratio which is used as a proxy for porosity. In-
formation of sedimentary acoustic properties is
needed to understand acoustic wave loss, which
is important for sonar propagation, particularly in
shallow water.

The knowledge of parameters of the mushy
layer (soft marine sediment) has other important
applications. For instance, S-wave incidence an-
gles are steepened to sub-vertical directions and
arrivals are systematically retarded by a few frac-
tions of a second. Knowledge of the systematic
time shift is of relevance for local earthquake
studies and seismic tomography. Due to the strong
impedance contrast for S-waves in the uppermost
soft layers, incoming P waves generate strong
P-to-S converted phases arriving slightly later than
the P wave and often causing monochromatic
ringing on both horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of seismometers. The dominant frequency
and the relative arrival of the converted phase
can be predicted when knowing parameters of the
mushy layer (e.g., Thorwart 2006). The P- and
S-wave velocities are also required when decom-
posing the wavefield in up- and down-going waves.
Wave-field decomposition techniques have been
successful to suppress water layer multiples in
active seismic (e.g., Amundsen and Reitan 1995;
Osen et al. 1999) or passive seismology stud-
ies (e.g., Thorwart and Dahm 2005). The shear
strength of the mushy layer is quite small. This is
of relevance when studying the shear stability of
uppermost soft layers for an inclined sea bottom.

To obtain the in situ S-wave velocity struc-
ture of shallow-water marine sediments, we ana-
lyze dispersive interface waves traveling along the
interface between water and sediments, the so-
called Scholte waves.

Scholte waves have a particle motion similar
to that of the Rayleigh wave, but its propagation
velocity is slightly lower because of its interac-
tion with the overlying water. In the low fre-
quency or long-wavelength limit, the water layer
can be neglected and the Scholte waves can be
regarded as Rayleigh waves (Bohlen et al. 2004).
For higher frequencies, it is a modified version of
the Rayleigh wave that is trapped by the water–
sediment interface. Sediment layering, as well as
the finite water depth, disperses the Scholte wave.
Phase and group velocities of Scholte waves be-
tween 1 and 20 Hz are primarily sensitive to
S-wave velocity of the uppermost few tens of me-
ters of the sediment floor. Since the geometrical
spreading of interface waves is smaller than the
one of high frequency body waves, higher Scholte
wave amplitudes and longer traveling path can be
generally expected for Scholte waves.

The prerequisite to the efficient generation of
dispersed interface waves (Scholte waves) is that
the location of the source should be at the seafloor
or very close to the seafloor. Additionally, the
recording seismometer should be sensitive at low
frequency (wide-band sensors).

Recently, there have been a number of ad-
vanced studies about Scholte waves in ocean sed-
iment layers. Nolet and Dorman (1996) adapted
method of non-linear waveform fitting to accom-
modate multidimensional model and applied it to
invert several record sections of Scholte waves.
Ritzwoller and Levshin (2002) presented multi-
wave inversion method which can adapt to a wide
variety of information in marine seismic data.
Forbriger (2003a, b) described his new approach
on the inversion of shallow-seismic wavefields.
The first stage of this full wavefield inversion is
to calculate the transform of a complete represen-
tation of data by using a discrete approximation
to the Bessel transformation. In the second stage,
1-D model of the subsurface from the transform
and P-wave arrival times are inferred by fitting
them with their synthetic counterpart. Recently,
Bohlen et al. (2004) inferred 2-D shear wave
velocity structure of shallow-water marine sedi-
ments from the lateral variation of Scholte wave
dispersion. Scholte wave was recorded also by
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OBS and excited by air gun. An offset of window
was used to move along the common receiver
gather to pick up a local wavefield. Corresponding
to each local wavefield, the shear wave velocity
depth profile was obtained. As the window contin-
uously moves along the common receiver gather,
a 2-D S-wave velocity section was generated.

Here, we analyze data from an experiment in
1998 on the Ninetyeast Ridge (Central Indian
Ocean) to study the shallow seismic structure at
the drilled site. The data were acquired by both
ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) and ocean bot-
tom hydrophones (OBH). The implosive sources
were at distances of 813 to 2,096 m from the
receivers.

The body wave analysis of Grevemeyer et al.
(1999) showed a good agreement between the
P-wave seismic structure and the results obtained
by drilling. The shear wave seismic structure has
not been analyzed with the data so far and is
studied in this paper. Actually, the S-wave ve-
locity of marine sediments has been difficult to
measure. The Scholte wave analysis provides an
independent approach. The paper is aimed as a
principal investigation of Scholte wave analysis at
1–20 Hz from the new type of implosive seismic
source and 1 Hz ocean bottom seismometer. It is
organized as follows: first, we briefly describe the
experiment setup. After that, the main character-
istics of the implosive source are discussed. The
following chapters describe the dispersion analy-
sis, inversion, and waveform modeling to infer the
S-wave velocity of the uppermost 150 m. The
paper concludes with a brief comparison and
discussion.

2 Experiment setup

In 1988, the Ninetyeast Ridge was chosen by the
international scientific community for the installa-
tion of the first seismic International Ocean Net-
work station, known as NERO (Ninetyeast Ridge
Observatory). The main objective of the cruise
(named SO 131) was to investigate the local and
regional crustal structure around NERO. So far,

several reports about the analysis of the experi-
mental data were published.

Ninetyeast Ridge, a major seismic ridge in the
Indian Ocean, can be traced for about 5,000 km
from 30◦S northward into the Bay of Bengal,
where it is buried beneath the Bengal fan. Pale-
omagnetic, bathymetric, and geochemical data all
support the idea that Ninetyeast Ridge formed in
Late Cretaceous to Early Eocene times above a
mantle plume now located beneath the Kerguelen
archipelago (Peirce et al. 1989a).

Sites 757 (or 1107) are on the eastern edge of
the summit horst near 17◦S, downdip to the south-
east from the structural crest. Three lithological
units have been cored (Peirce et al. 1989a). Unit
I is composed of Pleistocene to Lower Eocene
nanofossil ooze; unit II is composed of volcanic
ashes and tuffs; unit III provided basaltic flows
with some evidence of intercalated ash material.

A location about 5 km to the south of sites
757 and 1107 provided a flat seabed with hori-
zontally layered strata (Flueh and Reichert 1998).
Two pairs of OBS or OBH were placed along a
west–east trending line. A 2-km line of five bot-
tom implosion sources were placed between the
OBS/OBH pair and measurements on one OBS
(OBS88, LE1D 1 Hz sensor, see Fig. 1) are usable
for our analysis. The implosion sources are called
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Fig. 1 Location map showing the layout of the experiment.
Diamond is ocean bottom receiver OBS88; circles are bot-
tom implosion sources (shots no. 1–5)
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Fig. 2 Record section of
vertical component
seismograms from the five
seafloor shots observed at
OBS88. Data (solid line)
are unfiltered but
integrated (1,000 Hz
sampling rate) and
amplitudes are scaled to a
common factor. The
dashed lines indicate
approximate propagation
velocities of direct
P waves (1,600 m/s) and
Scholte waves (between
370 and 160 m/s)

“shot” in the following. The source location is es-
timated by a relocation procedure using direct wa-
ter waves and the whole station network (Herber
et al. 1999). The location accuracy is in between
±15 m and the shooting times are estimated within
about milliseconds. All five shots have identical
moment and radiation patterns.

Figure 2 shows vertical component seismo-
grams recorded at OBS88 from shots 5–1 in dis-
tances between 813 and 2,096 m. The onset of
the direct P waves is hardly seen in Fig. 2, but it
looks much clearer if hydrophone data (4,000 Hz
sampling rate) are shown. The largest amplitudes
on the seismograms arrive later than the body
waves and represent the arrival of the Scholte
waves. The energy transported by Scholte modes
decreases with station–shot distance and the dura-
tion of the wave trains increases with distance due
to strong velocity dispersion. The seismograms are
regularly dispersive, i.e., lower frequency wave
groups arrive earlier than the higher frequency
groups, and limiting group velocities are between
160 and 370 m/s. Two wave groups with higher
amplitudes can be recognized. The strongest one
occurs at the tail of the dispersive wave train and
may be associated with an Airy-type phase caused
by the limiting group velocity of the upper layer.
The second group is much smaller and arrives

earlier than the arrival of the Scholte wave fun-
damental mode. As discussed below, this group is
interpreted as the first higher mode.

3 Characteristics of the implosive source

A technical description of the implosive source
and its P-wave generation are given in Herber
et al. (1999). Here, we concentrate on the as-
pects of Scholte wave generation. The implosive
source itself is a 25.4 cm diameter (10 in.) BEN-
THOS hollow glass sphere with a small hole in the
wall for an electrical connector using underwater
plugs. In the sphere, a small explosive charge (two
electrical detonators, about 1 g of explosives) is
fixed on the 0.9-cm-thick glass wall. The time of
detonation of explosives is controlled by an exter-
nal shooting device with a clock, where drift due
to temperature change is measured and corrected
during processing. After detonation, the glass wall
is destabilized and the ambient water pressure
causes the implosion.

The radiation pattern for Scholte waves is
isotropic, i.e., the implosive source radiates
Scholte waves with same amplitudes and phase
in all azimuth directions. For numerical model-
ing studies, the implosion can be simulated by
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an explosive source where the source wavelet is
multiplied by −1.

The low frequency strength of the implo-
sion source is defined by the seismic moment
of an isotropic source (Müller 2001): MI =
(λ + 2μ) �V ≈ λ�V

With the use of ideal gas equation PV = P0V0,

we obtain: �V=V0

(
P0

P0+ρgz − 1
)

, where:

�V, P0, V0 volume difference, atmospheric
pressure, and initial volume of the
source

μ, λ shear modulus, Lame modulus, for
water, μ = 0, λ ≈ 2.25 · 109 N/m2

ρ, z density of water, depth of the source

The seismic moment of the implosion source is
shown in Fig. 4.

The time scale of the implosion process and
the possible bubble oscillation of the compressed
air are not well known. The initial implosion is
most likely fast and can be associated with the
radiation of high frequency waves up to 1,000 Hz
as observed on hydrophones during the exper-
iment (see Herber et al. 1999). The dominant
frequencies of possible air bubble oscillations may

be much smaller. Following empirical formulas
for the period of air-gun bubble oscillations (e.g.,
Parkes and Hatton 1986), we would estimate a
dominant frequency of our 10-in. sphere in the
range of 7 Hz. Figure 3 shows an amplitude spec-
trum of the Scholte wave train at OBS 88 from
the nearest shot. Most energy is distributed be-
low 15 Hz. The spectrum is not flat but shaped
with largest amplitudes between 7 and 11 Hz.
Equidistant peaks ride on the Gaussian-shaped
spectrum and indicate a possible low frequency
resonance effect of unknown origin. The curved
spectral shape of the signal is clearly different
in comparison with signals from earthquakes and
may influence the group velocity estimates.

It has been disputed over what parameters con-
trol the strength of implosive sources at frequen-
cies below 200 Hz and to what distance Scholte
and other waves excited by implosion sources may
be recorded at the seafloor. The seismic moment
increases over the first 100 m water depth and is
nearly constant at deeper levels. At this depth,
the moment, or the equivalent magnitude, is lin-
early related to the implosive volume (Fig. 4). A
10-in. sphere (12.7 cm radius) would lead to an
equivalent magnitude of M = −1.2 at z > 200 m

Fig. 3 Amplitude
spectrum of the
seismogram from shot 5.
Data have been mean
removed, tapered, and
integrated. Sampling rate
was 4,000 Hz and the
sensor corner frequency is
at 1 Hz
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Fig. 4 a Seismic moment MI and moment magnitude
MW of the implosion source as a function of depth. The
10-in. benthos sphere used in this study had a radius of
a = 12.7 cm. Predicted moments of the sphere with double
and half this radius is plotted for comparison. b Ampli-
tude attenuation curve of Scholte waves between 1 and
13 Hz and for a moment of 106 Nm. Gray-filled circles
give the rms amplitudes of the observed seismogram and
red squares the amplitudes retrieved from synthetic full
waveforms that considered strong intrinsic attenuation of

Q = 40. The continuous and dashed lines give a 1 / r2

attenuation relation. Note that the attenuation of synthetic
Airy-phase waveforms would be smaller in the range of
1 / r to 1 / r2 if intrinsic attenuation would be absent.
The triangles are the rms amplitude from the time window
before the onset of Scholte waves (noise level plus body
wave energy). The numbers indicate shots. The detection
level is as much as six times higher than the amplitude of
the ambient noise

(Fig. 4) Using a sphere of a doubled diame-
ter gives eight times higher moment or a mo-
ment magnitude of MW = −0.75. The same source
strength may be reached if 8- to 10-in. spheres
are fired simultaneously. The expected distance
range to where 1–15 Hz Scholte waves can be ana-
lyzed depends on different parameters such as the
seafloor background noise, the depth and strength
of S-wave impedances in the uppermost layers,
and the intrinsic attenuation. In Fig. 4b, we plot
the amplitude attenuation curve of the Scholte
waves measured in our experiment, together with
an estimate of noise. Root mean square (rms) am-
plitudes attenuate approximately with 1 / r2, which
is larger than the expected square root attenuation
of surface waves. The comparison with synthetic
seismograms indicates that such a strong ampli-
tude attenuation can be explained by high intrinsic
attenuation in the range of Q = 40. This will be
further discussed in Section 5. The approximate
detection distance in Fig. 4b is estimated from
the crossing point of the extrapolated attenuation
curve with a level six times higher than the noise
amplitude. The 10-in. source has a detection dis-
tance of about 3 km only. A source of doubled

radius has an expected Scholte wave detection
level of slightly more than 7.5 km.

4 Data analysis

We will discuss the data processing of observa-
tional data to provide group velocity U and phase
velocity c, velocity dispersion curves which can be
used for inversion to infer S-wave velocity profile.
The section addresses methods for determination
of group velocity and phase velocity.

4.1 Group velocity analysis

The data recorded at the OBS station are analyzed
by calculating the group velocity of different fre-
quency components of the Scholte waves using the
travel time and the total distance from the source
to receiver. A multiple filter technique (MFT; see
Dziewonski et al. 1969 and Bhattacharya 1983)
is applied to estimate the frequency-dependent
group velocity. So-called Gabor diagrams have
been calculated and analyzed. In this process, each
trace is transformed into the frequency domain
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and narrow-band filtered at a series of different
center frequencies. A Gaussian filter is applied
with a relative bandwidth of 0.12 (equivalent to
α = 208, see Dziewonski et al. 1969). For each
center frequency, the instantaneous amplitude
and frequency are calculated signal envelopes and
are griddled and plotted (Fig. 5a).

A non-flat spectral shape of the source may
influence the estimate of group velocities. There-
fore, it is important to use a Gaussian filter with
small bandwidth to obtain unbiased estimates. On
the other hand, a narrow bandwidth of the filter
in the frequency domain leads to broad and long
signals in the time domain. Higher modes with
arrival times close to the fundamental mode are
possibly hidden in the filtered signal of fundamen-
tal mode. Such a case is observed in Fig. 5a for
the closest shot. At a center frequency of 4.8 Hz,
the first higher mode signal is hidden in the broad-
ened signal of the stronger fundamental mode if a
bandwidth of 0.12 is used. To avoid this problem
we apply a phase-matched filter (PMF; Herrin
and Goforth 1977) in order to separate the funda-
mental and first higher mode before filtering. An
iterative technique is used to find a phase-matched
filter for each particular shot–station distance.

We first apply MFT using a relatively broad
bandwidth to identify fundamental and higher
modes and to get a first estimate of the funda-
mental mode group velocity (Fig. 5a). The group
velocities have to be independently confirmed
by plotting sections of band-pass-filtered seismo-
grams. The PMF is then defined to separate funda-
mental and first higher mode. The Gabor matrix
is built for both separated signals and applied to
a narrow bandwidth with high frequency resolu-
tion. The MFT and PMF techniques are iteratively
applied to improve the estimates. The process
is illustrated for the closest and farthest shot in
Fig. 5c and d. The separated time domain record
sections are plotted in Fig. 6 and nicely illustrate
the effect of mode separation

It may be noted that group velocities in Fig. 6
appear to vary systematic with distance. The clos-
est shot show smaller and more distant shot faster
velocities compared to the average. The reason is
unknown to us but we speculate that the strong

intrinsic attenuation may influence the estimates
because higher frequencies are more and more
attenuated with increasing distance. However, the
variation of group velocities between different
shots is small. The results show that the group
velocity of the fundamental mode travels between
160 and 170 m/s at high frequencies of 16 Hz to
300 m/s at 3 Hz. The first higher mode has a group
velocity of 400 m/s at 3 Hz which slows down to
260 m/s at frequencies of 16 Hz.

The dispersion curves of the fundamental mode
are more reliable between 4 and 16 Hz where most
signal energy is excited.

We further observed a systematic shift of group
velocities to higher values when increasing the
bandwidth of the Gaussian filter. The possible
influence of the filter bandwidth is well known and
is predicted to be larger if the source spectrum is
curved as in our case (e.g., Herrmann and Ammon
2004). For the final interpretation, we therefore
use corrected estimates of group velocities as de-
scribed by Herrmann and Ammon (2004).

4.2 Phase velocity determination

The isolated fundamental mode Scholte waves
from different shots have additionally been used
to determine phase velocity dispersion curves.
In the study, the Fourier transform of the slant
stack from all five shots is plotted for varying
phase velocities (slowness). Maxima of the stacks
in frequency–velocity space have been analyzed
and associated with the phase velocity curve of
the mode. The slant stack method is described in
detail in McMechan and Yedlin (1981) and imple-
mented in the method of Herrmann and Ammon
(2004) (program SURF96).

Unfortunately, the slant stacks are difficult to
interpret because of strong aliasing effects result-
ing from the large shot distances. Strong side lobes
are present and make an unambiguous and correct
picking of the fundamental mode phase veloc-
ity difficult, especially at high frequencies. We
therefore restrict the picking to low frequencies
between 3 and 5 Hz, where relatively strong and
clear maxima are found.
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� Fig. 5 a Broadband seismogram for shot 5 (top) and fil-
tered signals and envelopes for center frequencies at 4.8
and 13.8 Hz and a bandwidth of 0.5. b The same as in (a)
but for a narrow bandwidth of 0.12. c (823 m), d (2,096 m)
Gabor matrices of the original (left) and separated funda-
mental (middle) and higher mode signal (right). The closest
(no. 5) and farthest shot (no. 1) are shown in (c) and (d), re-
spectively. Envelope amplitudes have been scaled to their
maximum and griddled by the GMT software. Absolute
maxima of envelopes (triangles) have been automatically
picked and error bars represent standard deviations from
all five shots

Figure 7 shows all estimated dispersion curves,
i.e., group velocities u0 (fundamental mode) and
u1 (first higher mode) between 3.5 and 15 Hz and
the fundamental mode phase velocity between 3
and 5 Hz. The correct picking of the short branch
of phase velocities is confirmed by the comparison
of the associated (derived) group velocities with
the direct measurements in the overlapping fre-
quency range (Fig. 7).

5 Inversion for shear wave velocity

In this section, we would like to present some
of our inversion results. We actually used di-
rect search algorithm (Wathelet et al. 2004) and

damped linear inversion (Herrmann and Ammon
2004) to infer shear wave velocity. The second
scheme seems to be more dependent on starting
models. In the following, we present the inversion
results obtained by direct search algorithm.

Parametric studies indicate that the S-wave ve-
locity and the thickness of the layers are the pa-
rameters to which the wave dispersion is more
sensitive, while the mass density and P-wave ve-
locity have smaller ranges of influence. It is further
known that the P- to S-wave velocity ratio within
the unconsolidated sediments which are usually
encountered near the seafloor (mushy layer) is
generally greater than about 5 and may go as high
as 50 (Stoll et al. 1994). The P-wave velocities are
nearly unchanged in the mushy layer and close to
the velocity of acoustic waves in water; therefore,
the dispersion of the Scholte waves is largely con-
trolled by the small S-wave velocity and its vertical
variation near the bottom.

The inversion of dispersion curves is in gen-
eral non-linear and non-unique. Firstly, we aim to
derive a simple model with two layers only; the
S-wave velocities and interface depths are allowed
to vary over a large range during inversion. In-
formation on the P-wave velocities were taken
from the experiment report, a P-wave refraction
seismic study of Grevemeyer et al. (1999), and

Fig. 6 Record section of
the fundamental mode
(blue) and first higher
mode (red) Scholte wave
after separation by the
phase-matched filter
approach. See Fig. 2 for
further explanations
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Fig. 7 Group (u, red
circles and squares) and
phase velocities (c, blue
open triangles) as finally
used for interpretation.
Subscript 0 and 1 indicate
the fundamental and first
higher mode,
respectively. Estimated
errors are indicated. The
phase velocities are
interpolated (blue
continuous line) in order
to estimate the
corresponding group
velocity of the
fundamental mode (red
continuous line)

from borehole 757 ODP results in Peirce et al.
(1989a). We apply a direct search algorithm to
invert simultaneously group velocities of the fun-
damental and first higher mode as well as the
short branch of phase velocities. Error estimates
are considered while calculating misfit values and
the inversion result quantify the uncertainties in
the model space. A least squares norm is taken
as a measure for fit or misfit. The direct search
algorithm is based on a neighborhood algorithm
and the forward method uses matrix solutions
for a stack of homogeneous elastic layers. The
method is described in detail by Wathelet et al.
(2004) and Wathelet (2008) (see program Dinver
from Geopsy package).

The following modeling scheme is selected. The
first layer (mushy layer) with the power law in-
crease of shear wave velocity and constant P-wave
velocity and density is chosen. Below, we allow
one more layer over a half space. No parameter
gradients are permitted in this layer and the half
space. The density is allowed to vary over a wide
range. The variability of the P-wave velocity is
more limited according to the independent infor-

mation available. The Poisson ratio in both layers
is varied between 0.2 and 0.5; the ratio in the
underlying half space is bounded between 0.22
and 0.3. In other words, the S-wave velocity is
allowed to vary over a broad range of parameters.
The depth of the interfaces is not fixed. During the
last run of the nearest neighborhood inversion, we
searched 30,600 different models.

Figure 8 shows the data-fit for the joint inver-
sion, i.e., frequency-dependent group and phase
velocities (slowness). Red and yellow colors rep-
resent optimal models with smallest misfits. The
fundamental and first higher mode group veloci-
ties and the phase velocity could be consistently
explained with a common model. The fit of the
joint inversion is considered as sufficient or good
and is within the range of estimated uncertainties
over most parts of the dispersion curves. By trial
and error inversion, we confirm that the interpre-
tation of the first higher mode is correct, since
other associations to even higher modes could not
be consistently fitted.

The corresponding depth models are plotted in
Fig. 9 with the same color scale as in Fig. 8. Only
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Fig. 8 Inversion results (colored lines) are compared to observed group and phase velocities (black circles). The figure is
slowness versus frequency

depth down to 500 m is plotted since the para-
meters in deeper levels could not be constrained.
The small misfit P-wave velocity models resemble
pretty much the velocity model obtained from re-
fraction seismics. A strong velocity increase is ob-
served at about 150 m (2,100 to 2,500 m/s) and at
350 m depth (2,500 to about 3,800 m/s). However,
the P-wave velocity is in general badly constrained
by the Scholte wave dispersion and should not be
over interpreted. The same conclusion is drawn
for the density (not plotted in Fig. 9). The S-wave
velocities appear well constrained within the up-
permost 150 m. They are as low as about 140 m/s at
the seafloor and increase quickly to about 600 m/s
at a depth of 80 m. This strong velocity gradient is
a reliable result. At about 80 m, a velocity increase
to about 900 m/s is indicated. The velocity jump at
a depth of about 350 m is not very well resolved
and S-wave velocities are more closely linked to
P-wave velocity in the underlying half space.

The low shear wave velocities in the uppermost
meters below the seafloor (bsf) indicate soft un-

consolidated sediments (mud). Such a soft upper-
most layer was mentioned in the ODP report as
nanofossil layer at a depth of 16 m with an S-
wave velocity of about 280 m/s. At 148 m depth
bsf, the lithological profiles at the ODP site 757
indicate an interface between different volcanic
deposits (Peirce et al. 1989a). At about 350 m
depth bsf, the lithological profiles at the ODP site
757 indicate an interface between basic igneous
and volcanic tuff. A strong jump in P-wave veloc-
ity from 2,000 to about 3,500 m/s was found at this
depth and interpreted with the top of the basaltic
layer (Grevemeyer et al. 1999).

6 Waveform modeling

The inversion of dispersion curves is a kine-
matics problem and independent of wave am-
plitudes. Intrinsic attenuation of waves or the
relative strength of Airy phases cannot be stud-
ied with velocity data alone. Intrinsic attenuation,
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Fig. 9 Inversion results
for P- and S-wave
velocities. Best fitting
models are indicated by
red colors. The possible
parameter range is
indicated by the region
that is covered by models

however, is possibly strong in the mushy layer and
a parameter of interest. We analyze the amplitude
pattern of Scholte waves and the intrinsic atten-
uation by means of a full waveform modeling.
A good fit between synthetic and experimental

seismograms further provides a reasonable base to
verify the inverted velocity models.

We use the reflectivity-based program of Wang
(1999) (qseis). Single or general moment tensor
point sources can be considered and near- and far-

Fig. 10 Waveform
modeling results in
comparing with
experiment data. The
solid lines are experiment
data. Black filled wiggles
are synthetic data. Data
are scaled to a common
factor
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field body waves, surface waves, and inhomoge-
neous waves are modeled at the seafloor as well as
any possible multiple reflections and diffractions.
Due to its completeness, the method is an impor-
tant contribution to the calculation of synthetic
seismograms and is often used for modeling pur-
poses and the inversion of observed seismograms.

We simulate an implosive point source as
isotropic moment tensor (explosion source) with
negative moment. The source is located at the
seafloor. A normalized squared half-sinusoid with
the duration of 0.04 s is taken as source time
function. The instrument response is considered
in the synthetic data which resemble velocity-
proportional signals. The sampling frequency is
1024 Hz. The distances from the source to the
receivers are the same as the distance obtained by
the 1998 experiment. The synthetic seismograms
are first computed on the basis of the models
obtained from the inversion. The parameters of
the layers are then adjusted by trial and error to
obtain a better fit between the observed and the
synthetic waveforms.

Figure 10 compares the vertical components
of the synthetic seismogram and the observation.
The main features of the observed wavefield, es-
pecially amplitudes and envelopes, could be well
modeled. A Qs value for S waves of only 40 is
needed for the uppermost layer with a thickness of
about 7 m in order to ensure a good fit for all the
observed seismograms along the profile. Qs in the
layers below could be as high as 1,000. Moreover,
the Qp value of P waves was uncritical. Although
the amplitudes of the synthetic traces look very
similar to the observed ones, the phase pattern of

the dispersive waves could not be fitted. It may be
explained by the unknown behavior of the source
time at high frequencies or due to a frequency-
dependent Qs.

The parameters of the reflectivity-based model
are shown in Fig. 11. Variations of the P-wave
velocities and densities had very little influence
on the synthetic waveforms and therefore are not
altered, while the S-wave velocity and intrinsic at-
tenuation (Qs) are optimized. The S-wave velocity
at the fluid–solid interface is about 195 m/s. A
very low Qs value of 40 is required in this mushy
layer. It is self-explained by the fact that damping
makes a significant impact at the soft seafloor
layer which is generally very thin. The S-wave
velocity of the mushy layer increases gradually in
depth. At the depth of 16 m, the S-wave velocity
jumps to a value of 350 m/s. The S-wave velocity
has a value of 680 m/s at 150 m bsf. Qs values
are kept constant at 1,000 in the layers below the
mushy layer. After many tests of different models,
we realize that changes in the model within 150 m
bsf have main influence on results. It is also in-
dicating again that the frequency ranges available
has almost no resolution at larger depths (Figs. 11
and 12).

7 Sensitivity analysis

For evanescent waves such as Scholte–Rayleigh
waves and Love waves, long-wavelength waves
penetrate deeper into the half space than short-
wavelength waves. Sensitivity kernel describes
how exactly the structure in a certain depth in-

Fig. 11 Seismic
parameters derived from
waveform modeling. The
parameters are displayed
for the first 150 m bsf.
From the left: P-wave
velocities (Vp) and
S-wave velocities (Vs),
densities of layers
and attenuation of
S-waves (Qs)
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Fig. 12 Sensitivity kernel of the fundamental mode
(dashed) and first higher mode (dotted) with respect to
S-wave velocity. The inverted model was used for calcu-
lation. Kernels are scaled to a common maximum in each
panel. The numbers inside the panels indicate the maximum
values of the fundamental modes (bottom) and the first
modes (top)

terval influences a wave of a particular frequency.
Moreover, sensitivity kernel represents the maxi-
mum particle motion at a certain depth as a func-
tion of frequency, which can be computed from a
reference Earth model.

The general form of 1-D sensitivity kernels for
a local shear wave velocity perturbation is given
below:

δc (r0, ω)

c
=

a∫

0

Kβ (r, ω)
δβ (r0, r)

β
dr

Where:
Kβ (r, ω) local 1-D sensitivity kernel to shear

wave speed and the integration is taken over the
Earth’s radius R

δβ local shear wave speed perturbations
r0 unit vector defined on a unit sphere
r variable of Earth radius and varies in the

range of 0–R
c0 reference phase velocity

We present sensitivity kernel analysis of shear
wave velocity as a function of depth and fre-
quency. The test which is performed with the use
of FLSPHER package (Friederich and Dalkolmo
1995) is aimed to see how well the velocities in dif-

ferent depth intervals are constrained by observed
modes.

In Fig. 12, the sensitivities of the fundamental
mode (dashed line) and the first higher mode (dot-
ted) are shown in the frequency range between 1
and 18 Hz. The fundamental mode shows maxi-
mum sensitivity for high frequencies and shallow
depth (0–18 m bsf). High frequency fundamental
mode carries information about the vertical gra-
dient at the seafloor. At 4 Hz, the fundamental
mode senses layers in 40 m bsf or deeper.

The first higher mode has in general smaller
sensitivity which peaks partly in different depth
ranges. Both modes carry complementary infor-
mation and are most sensitive to the depth be-
tween 0 and about 30 m bsf.

8 Discussion and conclusion

We have used two methods to analyze Scholte
waves and derive the S-wave velocity and Qs
structure in the uppermost meters. The measure-
ment of phase dispersion caused problems in
our data in correctly identifying the fundamental
and first higher mode. However, using additional
available information and comparison with the-
oretical phase velocities were helpful at lower
frequencies between 3 and 5 Hz. On the contrary,
group velocities could be reliably estimated and
were helpful to constrain the velocity structure
below the seafloor. The complete waveform mod-
eling was a more time-consuming task but resulted
in good fits of amplitudes and insights in the intrin-
sic attenuation of S waves in the uppermost few
meters. The waveform modeling does not rely on
mode identification. Other modern approaches,
equivalent to full waveform studies, have not been
applied to the dataset in this study but are de-
scribed by Forbriger (2003a, b).

In our study, the thickness and parameters of
the uppermost mushy layer was well resolved.
The top mushy layer at the experimental site is
possibly only about 16 m thick. The intrinsic at-
tenuation of S waves is relatively high with a Qs
value of about 40. S-wave velocities are 195 m/s
or even smaller in the first few meters bsf. With
a P-wave velocity of about 1,600 m/s, the Poisson
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 13 a Lithologic structure about 500 m below seafloor
from ODP report, Peirce et al. (1989a). b, c, d P-wave
velocity, vane-shear strength. Density obtained from ODP
report, Peirce et al. (1989a). e P-wave velocity model col-

lected from P-wave study of Grevemeyer et al. (1999). f
The image of Vs at 500 m bsf, obtained from smallest misfit
model of the group velocity inversion

ratio is about 0.49 in the mushy layer. The soft
mushy layer is mostly controlling the propagation
and dispersion of the Scholte waves between 5 and
10 Hz.

How does our S-wave velocity model compare
to measurements from ODP site 757 and P-wave
study of Grevemeyer et al. (1999)? Borehole mea-
surements of the P-wave velocity, density, vane-
shear strength, and lithology have been described
to a depth of 500 m in Fig. 13. Borehole S-wave
data was absent from the ODP report (Peirce
et al. 1989a).

The uppermost 16 m at the ODP site con-
sist of soft sediments (foraminiferal ooze) with a
vane-shear strength increasing from 0 to 6 kPa
(Fig. 13). This soft layer is not seen in P-wave data
but resolved in our S-wave velocities. The layer
thickness in the ODP report is estimated to be
about 25 m. Our S-wave velocity profile indicates
a strong gradient following a potential increase.
A similar trend is indicated in the vane-shear
strength of the ODP measurements, although the
data show much scattering below about 40 m
depth. The ODP site 757 measurements (Fig. 13)
find a third layer of basic igneous in a depth
of about 370 m. At this layer interface, there is
a strong jump in P-wave velocity from 2,000 to

about 3,500 m/s. Our S-wave velocity increases
in a similar level; however, the resolution of the
3–15 Hz Scholte waves has been small at this
depth level. Additionally, there is a strong S-wave
discontinuity in between 350 m and about 1.0 km
bsf. In summary, the derived velocity model cor-
relates well with borehole data at the ODP site.
The mushy layer and the strong gradient in
S-wave velocity within the uppermost few me-
ters bsf is resolved by the Scholte wave analysis
and for instance hidden in bottom source P-wave
studies.

Some other studies derived S-wave velocities
in the uppermost 150 m from ocean-bottom-
generated Scholte waves. Nolet and Dorman
(1996) used waveform fitting to show that start-
ing from 30 m/s, S-wave velocity increases with
a gradient of 2.8 m/s per meter over the first
150 m of sediment. Ritzwoller and Levshin (2002)
constructed a reliable S-wave model to a depth
of 200 m. In other studies, Forbriger (2003a, b)
observed a remarkably good resolution of S-wave
velocity in 6 and 16 m down to the bedrock, re-
spectively. With their promising approach, Bohlen
et al. (2004) are able to apply to a dense net of
profiles to derive 2-D models of surface S-wave
velocity.
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The experiment may be used as a guideline
for future seafloor experiments based on Scholte
waves and implosion sources. The frequency
content of the implosion sources has been doc-
umented between 1 and about 15 Hz. Higher
frequencies to possibly about 1,000 Hz have been
observed in P waves, but our Scholte waves had
only been measured between 1 and 15 Hz. Since
group velocities are as slow as hundreds of meters
per second or less, the recording time has been
sufficiently long. The depth sensitivity of such an
experiment is smaller than 50 m.

The simultaneous inversion of group veloci-
ties and phase velocities has been successful and
helpful to interpret different modes correctly. The
phase velocity estimates have been difficult be-
cause of the aliasing problem, which can only be
avoided if stations or shots are placed in close dis-
tance of a few tens of meters. Such an experiment
design, however, would be difficult to control from
the ship.
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